Gran Canaria
An island to discover and enjoy...

1. Maspalomas-Mogán
A piece of desert by the Atlantic...

Walk along the dunes of white sand surrounded by lush palm groves. Take a soothing stroll by the seashore from Playa del Inglés to Meloneras. Behold the beauty of Puerto de Mogan, with its picturesque canals and restaurants where you can eat beautiful fresh fish.

Maximum approximate distance to Maspalomas: 37 min. | Mogán: 55 min. Recommended time: ½ day to Maspalomas, a full day including Mogán.

2. Guía-Gáldar-Agaete
A trip in the aboriginal heart of the island...

Take a look at the magnificent rock art and traditions of the pre-Hispanic population of the island in Cueva Pintada (painted cave) of Gáldar. Behold the spectacular aboriginal collective granary of Cenobio de Valerón, the hidden magic of the valley of Agaete, where ancient Canarians raised the necropolis of Maípes and where the only coffee produced in Europe grows. Enjoy the sunset of Puerto de las Nieves.

Maximum approximate distance to Agaete: 33 min. Recommended time: 1 day.

3. Telde-Ingenio-Agüimes
A wander through the local customs and traditions...

Go around the districts of San Juan and San Francisco, the foundations of Telde. Feel the black sand beaches of La Garita and Melenara under your feet. Visit the Museo de Piedras y Artesanía Canaria (rock and Canarian craftsmanship museum) of Ingenio, and admire the lace work and other local handicrafts on view. Stroll through the old town of Agüimes and the incredible ravine of Guayadeque, with its cave-houses and authentic restaurants.

Maximum approximate distance to Telde: 18 min. | Agüimes: 12 min. Recommended time: ½ day to Telde, a full day including Ingenio and Agüimes.

4. Sta. Brígida-San Mateo-Tejeda
An excursion through the greenest and most volcanic side of Gran Canaria...

Go for a trip on the outside of the Caldera de Bandama, orchards and vineyards and volcanic territory two steps away from the first golf course of Spain. Wander round La Vega de San Mateo and take a look at an agricultural market which opens every weekend. Do not miss Tejeda, a beautiful cluster of houses awarded as one of the “prettiest villages of Spain”. Let yourself be dazzled by the petrified shapes of the Roque Nublo and Bentayga, two icons of Gran Canaria.

Maximum approximate distance to Tejeda: 1 hr. 12 min. Recommended time: 1 day

5. Arucas-Teror
An immersion in the craftsmanship and gastronomy of the island...

Discover the surroundings of the Parish of San Juan Bautista, which displays a traditional neogothic style, and the streets of the old town, where you can appreciate the wonderful local stone work. Climb up the mountain of Arucas, which offers a panoramic view onto the capital and the north of the island, and the rum factory Distillerías Arehucas. Take a glance at the traditional balconies and craftsmanship and try typical food around the basilica of Nuestra Señora del Pino in Teror, the see of the island’s patroness saint.

Maximum approximate distance to Teror: 26 min. Recommended time: ½ day.

Gran Canaria
An island to discover and enjoy...
YOU ARE IN THE CAPITAL, LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA

The capital of the island, founded in 1478, has become an important cosmopolitan enclave in the Atlantic since Columbus stopped off there to repair one of his vessels during his trip to America. The port of Las Palmas has developed extensively over time and its business and shopping facilities have expanded turning the capital into a modern and interesting city. The old town, the colonial design of the neighbourhood of Vegueta and the beach of Las Canteras, one of the best urban beaches of the world, make the city a great tourist destination, with tradition, museums and an attractive offer of culture and leisure activities.

HOW TO GET AROUND THE CITY

BY TOURIST BUS

Monday to Sunday, from 10:00 to 18:00, every 35 minutes in winter and 20 minutes in summer. Ticket valid for the whole day. It enables you to hop on and off at any stop on the route. Departure: Muelle (wharf) Santa Catalina stop. Tel: +34 902 101 081

BY TAXI

Taxi rank at the Cruise terminal and at Parque San Telmo.

WITH THE CITY BUS SERVICE (YELLOW BUSES)

Parque Santa Catalina and San Telmo bus.

HOW TO GET THERE

ON FOOT

Consult distances at the Cruise terminal.

WITH THE TOURIST BUS

Monday to Sunday, from 10:00 to 18:00, every 35 minutes in winter and 20 minutes in summer. Ticket valid for the whole day. It enables you to hop on and off at any stop on the route. Departure: Muelle (wharf) Santa Catalina stop. Tel: +34 902 101 081

BY TAXI

Taxi rank at the Cruise terminal and at Parque San Telmo.

TRANSPORT

Transport (Taxi)

Socircular (+34) 928 154 777
Tarjeteras (+34) 928 462 222
Euro Taxi (+34) 928 469 002
Taxi cooperativa de San Juan de Telde (+34) 928 683 713

Main bus lines:

Direction Triana - Vegueta:
Line 1 (Theatre - Port)
Line 12 (Triana - Vegueta)
Direction Auditorio Alfredo Kraus:
Line 17 (Theatre - Auditorio Alfredo Kraus)

Guaguas Turísticas

Parque de Santa Catalina
El Corte inglés
Acuario Alfredo Kraus
Parque de La Constancia
Pueblo Canario
Teatro Pérez Galdós

Paradas de Guaguas
Bus stop
Bushaltestelle
Taxi
Taxi
Taxi
Calles Peatonales
Pedestrian street
Fussgängerzone
Guagua Turística
Tourist bus
Reisebus
Ruta a pie
City hiking
Wandern
Zonas Comerciales a cielo abierto
Open-air shopping areas
Open-air-einkaufszentren

Información turística
Tourist information
Touristeninformation
Zonas comerciales
Shopping areas
Zonas Comerciales a cielo abierto
Open-air shopping areas

Policía
Police
Polizei
Correos
Post office
Post
Baños accesibles
Accessible toilet
Behindertentoilette

Guaguas Turísticas

Port - Las Canteras beach
10 min.
Alcaravaneras - Ciudad Jardín
15 min.
San Telmo
5 min.
Vegueta 1 hr.